Corporate Overview

NAVIGATE, COLLABORATE, INNOVATE
NCI is a leading provider of enterprise solutions and services
to U.S. defense, intelligence, health and civilian government
agencies. Informed by over 30 years of experience solving its
customers’ most important and complex mission challenges, NCI
has been at the forefront of operationalizing AI methodologies
and numerical algorithms for the U.S. government, particularly
in the areas of workforce enablement, digital transformation
and advanced analytics. NCI recently launched its Empower
platform™, an open-architecture platform to provide secure,
containerized access to deploy AI solutions and produce a
government workforce that is exponentially more creative and
productive. NCI is a mid-tier systems integrator headquartered in
Reston, Virginia, and operates at locations across the globe.
For more information, visit www.nciinc.com or email
contactnci@nciinc.com.
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U.S. Army Reserves
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Contract Vehicles

• C5 - Consortium for Command, Control and
Communications in Cyberspace

Headquartered in Reston, Virginia, NCI is a midtier systems integrator that serves customers
around the globe.

• International Warfare Research Project (IWRP)
• National Advanced Mobility Consortium (NAMC)
• Naval Aviation Systems Consortium (NASC)
• The System of Systems Consortium (SOSSEC)
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Corporate Overview
CAPABILITIES
Artificial Intelligence

Cybersecurity and
Information Assurance

Our Empower AI Platform allows your workforce to
scale and reach their human potential and let our
Empower tools and services do the rest. Using best
in class AI solutions coupled with our exceptional
service offerings, your organization will be more
efficient, resulting in increased accuracy and cost
savings. Our Empower AI PlatformTM allows your
workforce to scale and reach their human potential
and let Empower toolkit and services do the rest.

Our comprehensive approach aligns information
assurance and cybersecurity initiatives that support
business objectives, compliance requirements
and risk management. We provide our federal
government customers full lifecycle of cybersecurity
services and are actively engaged in ensuring their
networks are properly secured.

Health and Program Integrity

Advanced Analytics

Our health IT solutions enable efficient information
sharing, reduce paperwork collection and control
efforts, and improve healthcare quality for our
government customers. And, we help U.S. federal
agencies reduce improper payments by fighting
fraud, waste and abuse in entitlement programs.

As a leader in mission-oriented intelligence-tooperations initiatives that reduce time and turn
data into actionable information, NCI focuses
on delivering innovative technologies to solve
our customers’ complex challenges. We have
significantly enriched the intelligence-to-operations
lifecycle by applying scalable technologies and
advanced algorithms to help interpret data.

Agile Development and
Lean Software O&M
NCI develops applications and modernizes systems
using proprietary Agile methodology. We provision
and scale data for high performance, processing
and analytics, data strategy and analysis, and atscale data/software engineering automation. And,
we bring efficiency and visibility to application
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) using our CK
method and teams. Our approach has proven to
increase break-fix throughput and reduce lead time
and support costs.

IT Infrastructure Optimization
and Service Management
NCI delivers enterprise-class, bare-metal virtualization
solutions focused on procuring capacity services
and Enterprise as a Service (EaaS) requirements in a
fiscally-strained environment. Our unique, tailored
methodology for delivering IT service management
is based on defining needs rather than simply
implementing industry best practices.

Engineering and Logistics
NCI delivers innovative engineering and logistics
solutions enabling affordability, effectiveness and
mission readiness anywhere in the world. Our
solutions ensure the customer the lowest cost for
the best performance anywhere, any time.

For more information, visit www.nciinc.com or email
contactnci@nciinc.com.

About NCI
For more than 30 years, NCI Information Systems has been a leading provider of digital transformation solutions and services to U.S. government
agencies. With its Empower platform™, NCI is at the forefront of implementing artificial intelligence (AI) solutions to solve the government’s most
complex mission challenges. Headquartered in Reston, Va., NCI is accelerating public sector AI adoption to create a government workforce that is
exponentially more creative and productive. For more information, visit www.nciinc.com. #NCI
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